Dallas: Murder suspect armed with a rifle shot and killed by a Dallas SWAT officer

Posted by Sumit | September 26, 2019

Today, early morning, a murder suspect was shot and killed by a Dallas SWAT officer. The suspect was confronted around 12:30 a.m. at an apartment complex near the LBJ Freeway and Skillman Avenue.

According to reports, officers are searching for more people involved in the robbery and murder of a worker at a café on Lamar Street south of Downtown Dallas.

Further reports from the officers claimed that the SWAT officers followed the armed suspect to a car at the apartment complex. So many people got out of the car and were able to run out of the areas. One of the suspects had a military-style rifle, a Dallas SWAT officer was able to shoot and kill that man during a foot chase.

No more information about the murder at the restaurant has been revealed by the officers so far.